Garden Digging
A not for profit, professionally designed community, rural
fibre broadband service, maintained throughout rural
communities with the generous support of Volunteers,
landowners and investors.
B4RN Training team

Garden Digging
Route across the garden.
Firstly, you will need to establish the best
position for the router at the property.
Many B4RN services traditionally come
through the gardens at the rear of the
property as the ducting being installed
will come through the fields where local
landowners have given permission.

Dig guidelines
▪ Plan the easiest route across
your garden. Think about any
possible future changes to your
garden.
▪ Check if your any other ducts
need to come across your
garden in the same trench.
▪ Review risk assessments and
health and safety guidelines –
be compliant.
▪ Check site plans for
underground utilities – get
plans from B4Rn and request
that site is scanned then mark
up with spray paint anywhere
that needs avoiding.

Dig guidelines
• Cut turf on long edge, cut across, then
underneath turf and lift using a hinge
technique.
• Dig trench to the required depth of
450mm-600mm, you can dig a trench for
your own duct to spade depth of 300mm
but 450mm is standard.
• Clean out the trench, removing all sharp
stones.
• Lay in the duct, making sure to keep it
straight then secure with a few inches of
soil.
• Mark with fibre tape and continue to
backfill the trench.
• Tamp down the soil and reinstate the
grass by flipping over and tramping
down level.

Dig Guidelines
• Sweep and make good, a bessom
brush works the fine soil back into the
trenched area.
• If you plan to only do half the garden
you will need to make the area safe by
securing a cordon area, over-boarding
or re-filling to prevent injury and water
ingress.
• Finally complete an as built map of the
duct in the garden – with photo
evidence of your dig line.

• Wall,
fence
and
hedge
crossings- may be frequent
obstacles to cross.
A common way to pass these is to
dig a small hole either side of the
wall or hedge, wiggle a bar or dig
horizontally under the wall and
potentially sleeve with 55 mm
trunking, push the duct (capped!)
under the wall and then backfill.
Be careful not to destabilise the
wall in the process!

A 7 mm duct will contain 2 fibre cable.
An individual duct goes from the relevant chamber to each property to be
served by the network. Only one fibre of the two is used; the other is spare
in case of a fault, or potentially for future upgrading.
Orange duct should be used underground, and never be exposed to
daylight, orange duct exposed for any length of time as it will be subject to
UV and potential physical damage.
Where the duct emerges from the ground to enter the property, it should
change to black 7 mm.
Each of the 7 mm duct ends need to be cut and have an end cap placed on
it.

• Duct jointing and cutting
• When ducting need to be cut and
jointed it must be done correctly.
• The cut must be perpendicular, clean
and burr free, to achieve this proper
duct cutters should be used.

End Cap End Cap End
Cap!
• If you’re leaving a 7mm duct end buried at a
property’s boundary because they don’t want
connection, then seal the end with an end
cap and fold the duct over tightly a couple of
times - then bind with tape before burying. In
future this can be dug up and the folded duct
cut away before putting on a joiner and
extension to the property.

Cap your ducts: At all times duct
ends need to be capped off so no
water and or dirt gets into them.
7mm end caps are sometimes
available but always carry
insulation tape to seal duct ends
in case you haven’t got caps
handy.

16 mm end caps are somewhat different; they are a flexible rubber moulding which is
unrolled along the duct end to create a seal. It is vitally important that all duct is end
capped (including that in chambers); if water or grit enter the duct, fibre will not blow
and replacement duct will potentially have to be installed. If no end caps are available,
use insulation tape to seal the ends.

Joiners
.

• 7 mm joiners are supplied with a plastic cover to lock the
fitting and keep grit out when buried. They are a push fit and
can be released by pressing the collar with a thumbnail whilst
withdrawing the duct

16 mm joiners are a push fit and also have a twist lock
collar which should be locked before burying. To release
the fitting, unscrew the collar (counter clockwise) and
press the release collar with a thumbnail.
Whilst jointing is perfectly acceptable, it does introduce a
possible failure point and additional expense so should be
kept to a minimum.

Duct joins:
• These should be kept to a minimum, and duct
must always be cut with a proper cutter, at 90
degree angles. If you do need to join duct then
mark the join on a map, and temporarily mark
the location with a stake or similar, as this is
often where the fibre can stick when its blown and you might need to dig back down to the
joiner.

Materials handling
A standard 500 m reel of B4RN 16 mm duct weighs over
200 kg; this is not untypical of the materials used in the
network build. As such some thought should be given to
handling, storage and use of these materials. The large
reels of duct must only be transported by an approved
contractor or B4RN employee using a suitable towing
vehicle and qualified driver.
B4RN has reel trailers which use a hydraulic lift system to
safely lift, transport and dispense duct.
Materials will likely need to be stored in your area ready
for use; a friendly farmer who will allow use of a yard is
ideal; we are looking for somewhere reasonably secure
which won’t cause offence to neighbours and is readily
accessible when you need it. Undercover storage for duct
is an advantage as it reduces UV exposure, particularly
for part use reels where the wrapping has been removed.

